To my fellow Connection Economy Entrepreneur!
Thank you for taking the first step towards owning your own bullet-proof
expert know-how professional-service business.
Given the global COVID-19 pandemic, I appreciate the world has changed
in immeasurable ways. It may have affected you, your business or,
perhaps, those closest to you. As the world tries to reestablish an
equilibrium, it’s natural to want to regain personal control, especially over
your own financial well-being.
Understanding that your time and attention are valuable, we’ve prepared
your Blueprint in an easy-to-read combination of infographics, text and
snapshot videos, detailing the 10 vital steps you’ll need to follow to survive
then thrive in the post-COVID Connection Economy!
If these whet your appetite and you find yourself hungry for more free
information, then please have a look at the links at the end of your
Blueprint.
I’ve built the genesis of a monopoly in my own professional-services niche
(with almost no money invested), and I’d LOVE to share the HOW with you,
too!

Stephen D Barnes
Lawyer, Maestro, Co-Inventor
Intelligent Content Marketing
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Step 1: PAINTING YOUR PICTURE
(Watch 1 Minute Video Here)

What a successful Intelligent Content Marketing
strategy looks like:

• Generate revenue from your content platform while building it.
• Deploy a disruptive service proposition that leaves your
•
•
•
•

•
•

competition stranded.
Create an irresistible offer.
Configure your special Know-How content in order to dominate
organic Search.
Reverse the risk and remove all doubts your customers may
have.
Build your own Tribe organically whilst generating revenue.
Create and deploy an Idea Virus.
Use the Science of Persuasion and empathise with your
customer.
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Step 2: DO THE THINKING
(Watch 1 Minute Video Here)

The biggest takeaways from the modern philosophers of our age:

• Learn how to harness the Innovator's Dilemma and become a
•
•
•
•

•

disruptive innovator naturally.
Analyse the marketplace and your online competitive landscape.
Don’t sell what your competition is already selling; do it
differently, disruptively, naturally monopolistically.
Compete against non-consumption and take over your niche.
Fathom the importance of “niche-ing down”.
Leave your competition stranded by deploying the POWER OF
FREE!
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Step 3: CHOOSE TO BE DIFFERENT
(Watch 1 Minute Video Here)

Find your “one thing” and do it 10x better than everyone else.
Apply the “Golden Rule” to every aspect of your business.
Cement commercial relationship by becoming remarkably useful.
Helpfully, document your expertise and produce actionable
content.
• Organise your know-how to answer questions and help solve
problems.
• Develop “last word” content & seek to become the highest
authority in your niche.
• Be more useful than your competitors, ensuring customers who
want to buy will naturally choose YOU.
•
•
•
•
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Step 4: BUILD A PLATFORM
(Watch 1 Minute Video Here)

• Build a high quality DIY content platform on WordPress.
• Fish business from your Tribe through ClickFunnels technology.
• Define and organise the taxonomy of your niche so that Google

understands your platform thereby achieving SEO naturally.
• Apply strategic generosity and share information for free to
generate $$ from those of your Tribe who prefer to pay.
• Create Tribe-originated content by inviting them to ask you
questions.
• Produce DIY kits: they can help you build relationships with your
audience & segment them into interest groups to best deliver
value.
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Step 5: BE AUTHENTIC
(Watch 1 Minute Video Here)

• The best way to market your business is to tell the
•

•
•
•

story of your business.
Humans are genetically hardwired to respond to
storytelling – tell your story in an engaging and
compelling way so that people will naturally gravitate to
join your Tribe.
The power of sharing your “Why” – allow people to
readily and easily make sense of your proposition.
Win people over through vulnerability and considered,
radical transparency.
Generate trust by becoming no-strings-attached
remarkably useful.
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Step 6: UNDERSTAND YOU’RE A PUBLISHER
(Watch 1 Minute Video Here)

• Reach your audience and turn those who don’t want to pay for
•
•
•
•

•

your services into advocates of your proposition.
Use price as a placebo to gain the best RoI on service fees
charged.
Using, generosity, set-up and manage customer expectations to
your best advantage.
Outshine your competition by manifestly doing everything better
than them on-line.
Amplify relationships through the power of social media
technology.
Generate conversations with would-be customers organically, with
abosolutely no-selling-required.
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Step 7: KNOW WHAT YOU SELL
(Watch 1 Minute Video Here)

Understand how to sell what your customers are actually buying.
Find the “Job To Be Done” and build a purpose brand.
Sell stuff your competitors cannot.
Harness the psychological hardwiring evolved in your customer
from the lessons of Robert Cialdini, Dan Ariely, Frank Kern and
Charlie Munger.
• Remove the risk from your customer interaction and dispense
naturally any doubts they might have when it comes to
transacting with you.
•
•
•
•

• Understand the inner dialogue of your customer and craft an
offer they will find irresistible.
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Step 8: DELIVER AN EXPERIENCE
(Watch 1 Minute Video Here)

The nine vital elements for an unrivalled customer experience and how
to infuse them into your Connection Economy service proposition:

• Create and maintain an excellent customer experience

environment.
• Achieve market alignment by design.
• Use normal language publishing via WordPress so you can reach
and connect with your audience.
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Step 9: UNLEASH YOUR TRIDEA VIRUS
(Watch 1 Minute Video Here)

• Generate an Idea Virus of your own.
• Build and love your Tribe.
• Every successful business has secrets and the way to start

thinking about where those secrets can be found in your niche
is to ask yourself:
“What important truth do very few people agree with you on?”

• Redefine the way your Connection Economy marketplace

operates and own that space so that you yield market insights
and secrets your Industrial Economy competitors will never have.
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Step 10: GO FORTH & DISRUPT
(Watch 1 Minute Video Here)

10 years ago I faced bankruptcy. Knowing I had no choice but to change the
way I approached doing business, I learned, I adapted, I disrupted. I built
the genesis of a bullet-proof monopoly in my niche. This Blueprint has laid
out the 10 steps to follow, YOU can too… …but it doesn’t end here because
there is a lot more content awaiting you, for free.
Stephen D Barnes
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Continue Your Journey
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Hard Evidence
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The Secret Sauce

Proven Business Model
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